Tips for locating curriculum materials in ERIC (EBSCO version)

Curriculum materials in ERIC are usually in the form of ERIC Documents (ED). Here are a couple ways to search for them using the EBSCO version of ERIC:

1. On the main advanced search screen, locate the Publication Type box. Scroll down to several entries for "Guides" and select all that seem relevant (e.g. Guides - Classroom - Learner and Guides - Classroom Teacher).

2. In the Thesaurus do a search for Instructional Materials (the term ERIC recommends instead of Curriculum Materials).

See if there are other broader, narrower or related Thesaurus terms that can help you find the type of material that you want (e.g. Instructional Development, Teaching Guides, Workbooks, etc.).

Tip: for actual curriculum guides you may want to limit your results to the Source Type ERIC Documents to exclude academic journal articles.